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he world we are obliges- to in..nbit, i t  T sometimes seems, is being managed by a 
deity with an exceedingly wry sense of humor. This is 
the century i n  which national govcrnments have taken on 
the novel and difficult task of actively trying to promote 
the welfare of ordinary people. I t  is also the century in  
which technological forces have been pushing the indi- 
vidual states together and sharply reducing their au- 
tonomy. The niultinatjonal enterprise epitomizes the 
conflict. Created in part as a result of the technological 
forces, responding to the new opportunities those forces 
have generated. the multinational enterprise is widely 
seen as threatening the autonomy of the nation-state. 

The observation that the world is getting smaller has 
been rendered so trite by constant repetition that i t  is 
difficult any longer to savor the f u l l  meaning of the 
words. Yet a generation that takes for granted the 
international telephone, the computer. and the commer- 
cial aircraft has to be reminded occasionally of the 
impact these developments have had on the human 
perspective. 

Communication by voice across the Atlantic first 
occurred in  1927. For about three decades thereafter a 
rudimentary radio telephone service existed, a service 
that was plagued with chronic interferences and inter- 
minable queuing. Not u n t i l  1956 was the first trans- 
atlantic cable telephone put i n  operation. By the early 
1970's. as the price of international telephone calls '. 
steadily declined. Americans alone were making over a 
hundred thousand international calls every day. I 

On top of the spectacular improvements in coniniuni- 
cation came the development of the computer. For the 
multinational enterprise the importance of the computer 
lay i n  the fact that the routine data needed for the 
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direction and control of global operations could he 
transmitted in  vast quantities and at lightning speed. The 
inforniation was reduced to a series of binary choices. a' 
yes or a no. The ambiguities of the written and spoken 
word were accordingly drastically shrunk. That devel- 
opment, important in  all routine business operations. 
was especially important for business conducted ovcr 
long distances. where error and distortion niay go unde- 
tected for long periods. Between 1960 and 1975 the cost 
of handling a bit of inforniation in a general-purpose 
computer fell over 90 per cent. while speed and reliabil- 

s icking up the telephone and the compu er has been 
the commercial aircraft and its ubiquitous.qdjuncts, the 
international travel agent and the international credit 
card. Between 1960 and 1974. for instance. passenger 
volume on international coniniercial tlights rose from 42 
billion passenger-kilometers to 244 billion.3 Froiii the 
beginning to the end of the same period. while industry's 
costs in general rose about 70 per cent. the operating 
expenses of aircraft per ton mile remained practically 
unchanged.-' 

This spectacular shrinkage of the globe was acconi- 
panied by the greatest increase in the output of goods 
and services ever experienced. Practically every 
part of the globe was touched by the vast outpouring. 
The countries that had been rich to begin with, such 
as those in  North America and northwest Europe. be- 
came much richer. New countries joined thc ranks of the 
rich, countries such as Japan and Saudi Arabia. Areas of 
ancient poverty. such as Korea. Mexico. and Taiwan. 
were pulled out of that category into a new state of 
developnient. Even many of the poorest areas of the 
world, although still overwhelnied with malnutrition aiitl 

disease, and threatened with new problciiis o f  unbritllctl 
population growth. were showing obvious signs of 
improved welfare. which wcre manifest in  sharply re- 
duced rates of infant mortality, increased intalioa 01' 
calories. added supplies of potable water. and visible 
advances in literacy and housing. Strong signs of such 
developments were apparent i n  India. Pakistan, In-  
donesia. Thailand, Latin America. and China. 

ity each increased over ten times.' I 

t 
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The spectacular shrinkage in  space. therefore. was 
only one manifestation of a vast global change. The 
implications of the change touched anyone engaged in 
consuming or producing. in buying or selling. in  project- 
ing ideas or in  absorbing them. whether through the 
network of a multinational enterprise or other means. 

One fundamental consequence of the shrinkage in 
space. affecting all fornis of enterprise. was a rapid 
movement toward the homogenization of consumer 
tastes. In practically every econoniy, whether or not the 
multinational enterprise was present. the universal in- 
stinct of curiosity and the widespread propensity for 
emulation spread some products rapidly through the 
world. Portable radios. Donald Duck dolls, and existen- 
tialist novels, for instance. became ubiquitous items in  
global markets. Rivalry among governments and compe- 
tition among business enterprises accelerated the pro- 
cess. 

The evidence regarding the homogenization of 
buyers' preferences around the world is not very sys- 
tematic. But,its purport is unmistakable. The manufac- 
tured products that appear in  the stalls and markets of 
Accra or Dar es Salaam in  Africa are no longer very 
different from those in  Djakarta or Cartagena o r  Recife, 
located in  other continents. The plastic pail has replaced 
the gourd. the earthen pot. and the banana leaf; alunii- 
nuiii rool'ing is replacing the local varieties of thatch; 
electric batteries and electric bulbs are taking over the 
lunction of kerosene, wood. vegetable oil. and tallow; 
thc portable radio and aspirin tablet arc joining the list of 
life's universal necessitics. 

For consuiiiers at highcr levels of income. consunip- 
tion patterns i n  different parts of the world show the sanic 
overwhelniing tendency to converge. Middle-incoiiic 
automobiles, when judged by appearance and perfor- 
mance. are losing their last traces of national distinction: 
bicycles and ski equipnient arc a universal coniniodity 
tailcircd to a global niarket: French wines and Italian 
shoes arc sold practically everywhere. and copied where 
they are not sold; the Bcatles are a household word not 
only in  London and New York but in  Moscow and Buda- 
pest as well; MacDonalds's hamburger sign is found 
o n  Tokyo's Ginza as well as o n  the streets of London. 
Hong Kong, and Melbourne. 

Many industrial technologies appear to be going 
through a similar process of global homogenization. 
Time was when manufacturers of capital equipment in  
France, Britain. Gemiany. and the United States were 
producing quite distinctive lines of machinery- 
distinctive in  the sense that each reflected the special 
producing conditions of the national econoniy in  which 
they were created. Accordingly. niany U.S. niachines 
tended to be profligate in  their use of raw niaterials while 

I being undemanding in the skills required of the operator: 
this was characteristic. for instance. of the woodworking 
and metal-working machines developed hy the Anieri- 
cans before World War I .  Conconiitantly. U.S. ilia- 
chines tended to be designed for high volumes of output 
and to be specialized in function. German machines. by 
contrast. made greater deniands on their operators and 
could be worked to closer tolerances and higher preci- 
sion. 

Today, the firms that design and construct  large 
industrial plants and the firms that produce capital 
equipment for such plants still display national distinc- 
tions in certain lines. But in most industries such distinc- 
tions have been declining. I n  the tractor industry national 
distinctions have given way to universal r ~ o r n i s . ~  In 
electrical equipment the same tendency exists.6 Among 
fimis that build chemical process plants the trend toward 
global standardization has gone to such lengths that 
national characteristics no longer are of much signifi- 
cance. 

With national distinctions declining in consumer 
goods and in industrial products, the chances have 
increased that a product turned out by a firm in one 
country will be compatible with the requirements of 
buyers elsewhere. But opportunities to sell in. foreign 
markets have been matched by threatk that foreigners 
might intrude on the home turf. The opportunities and 
the threats have not been confined to the marketing end 
of business. With transportation costs declining and 
communication more efficient, new opportunities to 
employ low-cost labor or to acquire low-cost materials 
have constantly appeared; as ever. those firms that did 
not seize the opportunities were exposed to the possibil- 
ity that their rivals might. 

he reaching out and intertwining of the T various national economies after World 
War I I  generated a sharp rise in  the movement of ideas. 
goods. people, and money across national borders, a rise 
that characteristically has been much larger than the 
overall rate of expansion of the world's economies. 

As for goods, the striking growth of international trade 
in the postwar period has been well enough dissected in 
numerous studies. In sum, during the three decades from 
1945 to 1975 international trade grew persistently at a 
more rapid pace than world output." In the first two 
decades of the thirty-year period the outstanding growth 
rates were concentrated among the richer industrialized 
countries. especially among European states. Later on, 
however, some less-developed countries and centrally 
planned Communist countries exhibited siniilar trends. 
Although extraordinary increases in the price of oil and 
other coniniodities in the early 1970's complicated the 
interpretation of the trends, the underlying message was 
unmistakable: Goods originating in foreign countries 
were taking on greatly increased iniportancc in  the 
economies of most nations. 

The nature of the products involved in  the riiushrooni- 
ing of international trade helped to emphasize that the 
interpenetration of the world's economies was not casual 
orephenieral. Unti l  the raw materials splurge of the early 
1970's overwhelmed other trends. the growth leaders in  
international trade included relatively sophisticated 
products-cheniicals. machinery. automobiles. elec- 
tronic products. and the like.!' In contrast to the unpro- 
cessed and undiffcrentiated iiiatcrials of earlier eras. 
such as coffee beans, coal, and limber. thcse sophisti- 
cated products were highly differentiated. For instance. 
while Caterpillar Tractor's big earth-moving equipment 
moved eastward across the Atlantic. Fiat's little garden 
tractors nioved westward to North American markets. 
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This k ind  of traffic required foreign sellers to project 
sonie fairly coiiiplex messages to their overseas buyers 
and to develop elaborate relations on foreign soil with 
banks. distributors. government officials. and servicing 
organizations. 

The  growing  interrelationships o f  the world's  
economies have cspressed theniselves in  other ways as 
well. The interpenetration of techniques and ideas. for 
instance. could be seen in the data on patents issued by 
various national governtiients. These disclose the rapid 
growth everywhere o f  patents owned by foreigners. 

I n  principle. of course, the issuance o f  a patent to a 
foreigner is not an infallible indicator that a new idea has 
crossed an international boundary. The idea itself is 
usually revealed to the world when the inventor petitions 
his  home government for a patent. whether or  not he also 
patents' abroad. The inventor's decision to file for a 
patent in another country is. only a measure of his 
expectation that the patent monopoly he hopes to secure 
froiii that country niay prove to have some added value 
there. 

The figures o n  patents in  the accoiiipanying tiihlc, 
therefore. reflect the qtiickenitig interest of thc iii- 
novators in exploiting the fu l l  fruits o f  their innovations 
beyond their home niarkets. ;in interest that appareiitly 
has grown faster than the innovators' interest in  hoiiic 
niarkets. In  the United States in reflection of that trciid 
the patents issued to foreigners rose froiii I3 per ccnt i n  
1955 to over 30 per cent in 1973. I n  Geriiiuny and thc 
othcr advanced industrial countries the iniportancc ot' 
foreign patent holders expanded as rapidly. 

One widely chronicled consequence of the prruasivc 
interpenetration has been a growth in the aiiiounts o f  fees 
and charges that business enterprises have becn able to 
extract frotii their licensees in  foreign econoiiiies. When 
licensing fees aie paid across an international border. 
they niay have little todo with the moveiiient o f  technical 
infomialion: they niay. for instance. represent nothing 
niore than paynient for the right to use a foreign-owned 
trade name. Despite that possibility. however. the swift 

. matched by a rapid expansion in  the international niovc- 
rise in such payments ' in  the past few tlec il d" LS WiIS 
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iiicnt of technical inforiliation. Reflecting the expansion. 
the nations that received significant amounts of licensing 
fees from abroad'reported at least a doubling of such 
amounts between I965 and 1973 (this has been compiled 
froiii various International Monetary Fund sources). To 
be sure, soiiie countries have been paying much iiiore 
than they have been receiving. soiiie the other way 
around. But in countries where receipts and payiiients 
were both substantial-as in the United Slates. France, 
Britain. Japan. and Geniiany-both the inflows and the 
outflows have risen at roughly the same rate. 

o far I have referred to the increased in- S tertwining of the various national 
economies without taking much note of the differences 
between countries. Practically all countries were ex- 
posed to the trend in some degree. I n  the latter part of the 
period, for instance, both the United States and the 
USSR were displaying signs of their increased reliance 
on the outside world-the United States in a visibly 
increased use of foreign raw materials and increased 
sales to foreign markets, the USSR in an increased need 
for foreign technologies and foodstuffs. Still, the vul- 
nerability of these oversized national economies to 
outside economic forces was much less, relatively speak- 
ing. than that of middle-sized Britain, Gerniany, France. ' 

Italy, and Japan. As for the small industrialized nations 
such as the Dutch and the Swedes, these were more 
vulnerable still; but unlike the medium-sized countries, 
these had long since adjusted to the hard fact that their 
high standards of living depended on the continuation of 
an open economy. and had crossed a psychological 
divide, which allowed them to contemplate their v u l -  
nerability without excessive discomfort. 

The tendencies toward increased interdependence, 
however, created most pain in  the less-developed coun- 
tries. As many of them viewed the consequences of 
shrinking international space. "dependency" seemed a 
more apt description of the outcome than "interdepen- 
dence. " Many of these-ex-colonies of European powers 
located mainly in  Africa and Asia-had just acquired 
their national identity within the last decade or two. 
Others with a longer national history. such as the Latin 
American nations. had just begun to develop the first 
glininierings of hope for an independent economic exis- 
tence. The bizarre gyrations in raw materials that oc- 
curred in 1973 and 1974 had briefly kindled those hopes 
in to  a roaring set of expectations. but the cold realities of 
dependence took hold again as the demand for raw 
materials fell off and the prices of raw materials 
weakened. I n  oil OPEC's seeming doniinance over the 
market began to be recognized as a fragile state. heavily 
dependent on the conviction of the international oil 
companies and the principal importing governments that 
high prices for oil served all of their interests. I n  
conimodities where such a conviction did not exist or 
was not operational. as in copper and bananas. the 
vulnerability of the less-developed countries was easier 
to see. 

Nor was vulnerability limited to the raw material 
industries. Practically a11 the developing countries have 
found themselves reaching out by one channel or another 

to acquire more foreign technology. Ret'lecting thal fact. 
a U.S. study found, for example. that "payiiients for 
technological transfer" in a group of developing coun- 
tries had been growing during the 1960's two or three 
times faster than the growth in the countries' total 
manufacturing output.'" Some countries. like India. 
have strongly preferred arm's length licensing arrange- 
ments between national firms and foreigners. and have 
resisted the establishment of foreign-owned sub- 
sidiaries. I I  Others, like Brazil and Mexico, have been 
more eclectic. Whatever the choice of channels. how- 
ever, the increase in the technological linkages between 
developing countries and the outside world has been 
quite pronounced. 

The increased ties in the developing countries have 
been apparent not only in the import of technology but 
also in the export of goods. In the more industrialized 
of the developing countries-notably in India, Mexico, 
Brazil, and South Korea. not to mention Israel and 
Singapore-a steady shift has been taking place in the 
composition of exports toward nianufactured goods, and 
among such goods to products of increasing sophistica- 
tion." Ironically. the shift in exports from raw materials 
toward sophisticated manufactures has not reduced the 
need of the developing countries for intimate links with 
importing countries. Developing countries have had to 
confront the fact that sophisticated products generally 
require the establishment of distributors' networks, 
trade names, banking connections, and various other ties 
that reduce flexibility of movement and create a state of 
seeming dependency. Partly in order to hold down that 
trend some developing countries have made special 
efforts to build up their trade with Socialist countries. 

India. again, is an important case in point.13 Its 
cultivation of trade with Socialist states has altered the 
form of its dependency from one that is expressed via the 
multinational network and foreign distributors to one 
that is expressed in the give and take between gov- 
ernments. From time to time, for example. the Soviet 
Union's capacity to put pressure on India has been 
unmistakable. But the fact that foreign Socialist gov- 
ernments have not insisted on maintaining their own 
enterprises inside the Indian economy has been regarded 
as a major advantage. And i n  this respect India has 
exhibited a preference that is widely and strongly shared 
throughout much of the world. 

Why that preference exists is a central question. One 
can begin to penetrate the riddle at an obvious point: The 
anonialous relation of geography to the operations of the 
multinational enterprise. 

he leaders of nation-states and the nian- T agers of multinational enterprises look 
upon the geographical liniits of the areas in which they 
operate from points o f  view that are fundamentally 
different. The leaders of government, looking for secu- 
ri ty or for status or for an opportunity to exercise their 
creative instincts. are generally obliged to concentrate 
their efforts on the piece ot' territory that accident and 
history have assigned them. They may covet their neigh- 
bors' lands from time to time; they may look apprehen- 
sively at the geographical ambitions of other national 
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leaders and worry about fending them off. But their goals 
and aspirations are defined and restrained by the nietes 
and bounds of the national territory. 

The responsibilities and opportunities of enterprises. 
o n  the other hand. are limited in n o  such way.  Many  have 
coniniitted their capital and their organizations far be- 
yond the limits of a single country. and so have created a 
multinational structure. Indeed. well over one-third of 
the world's industrial output conies from large business 
enterprises whose producing facilities are spread out 
over several countries. And any list of the world's 
business leaders. rated according to their power or 
status. would be composed mainly of the leiders o f  
multinational enterprises. 

Despite the disparity in  the geographical reach of the 
two sets of institutions, governments as a rule look to the 
enterprises in their jurisdiction to produce and deliver 
niost of the nation's goods and services, provide niost of 
its jobs, and contribute much o f  its public revenue. 
Enterprises look to "their" governnients in the first 
instance for the right to exist as artificial persons 
empowered to conduct a business-to own and owe, to 
buy and sell, to sue and be sued. 

The anomalies in  the relationship between national 
governnients and niultinational enterprises can be seen 
froin the first moment an enterprise decides to operate 
beyond its own national boundaries. Any  existing enter- 
prise that deteriiiines to iniplant itself in a foreign 
territory ordinarily is obliged to do its business through a 
local business un i t ,  a national entity brought into exis- 
tence under the laws of the host government. Entities of 
this sort, created by the host government and endowed 
by that governnient with the rights of an artificial person, 
are generally seen by the governnient as national sub- 
jects, indistinguishable from other of its nationals. 

As an enterprise spreads across international bound- 
aries. therefore. i t  conies to consist of affiliates of niany 
different nationalilies, each with its own juridical per- 
sonality. its own responsibilities. and its own loyalties. 
Yet even though enterprises of this sort are a polyglot 
mix of national units, they are ordinarily bound by 
powerful unifying forces. They are generally owned by a 
comnion parent. with its headquarters located unani- 
biguously in sonie explicit country. such a's Japan or 
Switzerland or the United States (only a few exceptional 
enterprises. like Royal DutchlShell, go to any efforts to 
obscure that point). And they are ordinarily bound by a 
coliinion strategy-the strategy of IBM or Volvoor Club 
Mcditcrranie or Citibank. 

Because the units of a niultinational enterprise gener- 
ally share a coninion ownership and respond to a coni- 
iiion strategy. they also characteristically share a coni- 
nion pool of resources. Indeed. if there are any advan- 
tages associated with the state of being niultinational. 
they are advantages that arise out of pooling and sharing 
by affiliated units across national jurisdictions. When i t  
serves the interests of the enterprise as a whole. the cash 
or credit of the enterprise can be brought to bear i n  the 
business of any subsidiary. More important. the accuniu- 
lated infomiation and knowledge of all the units are 
available for use in any of theni. Being able to draw on 
multiple sources of raw materials and to sell in many 

markets also represents shared advantagcs. cxcrciscil i n  
the interests of the enterprise as a whole. Finally. tlic 
national rights acquired by any of the affiliates. such as 
patent monopolies or trade names-rights authorized 
and sanctioned by a national governnient I O  an  
affiliate-are ordinarily exercised for the collective 
interests of the group. 

onie hauling and pulling between the niu l t i -  S national enterprise and the nation-state, 
therefore. has been inevitable and unavoidable. But as 
history suggests. that' kind of stress is not necessarily 
intolerable. Since the beginning of time society has 
managed to build up its institutions i n  patterns that ilre 
refreshingly disp'arate. inconsistent. and confusing. 
Without turning more than a hair or two, individuals 
have commonly assumed multiple obligatidns: to be 
faithful to their k i n .  obedient to their religious institu- 
tion, loyal to their country. and d c ~ " k I b l e  to their 
employer. And then. as if the latent contradictions of 
their various commitments were not enough. they have 
joined the Sierra Cluh. campaigned for a political party. 
and supported the Masons or the Elks. The contradic' 
tions have occasionally led to disaster. to the tragedies of 
Romeo and Juliet and of Benedict Arnold. But these have 
been exceptions. Accordingly. the fact that the niultina- 
tional enterprise and the nation-state are in some senses 
inconsistent in goals and outlook would not of itself 

, suggest they were doomed to niortal conflict, with one 
i institution ultimately prevailing over the other. 
i Yet the threat of such.<onflict seems to be growing. 
' 

And one basic reason for that growth is the emergence of 
new political and socii1 forces that depend for their 
success on building up the power and autonomy of the 
nation-state. not on reducing i t .  In a fascinating reversal 
of historical roles, the new nationalists tend to conie 
froni various sectors of the left of the political spectrum 
while the internationalists tend to come from the center 
and the right. 

I n  the 'Industrializ@ countries the reversal of histori- 
cal roles is especi,$lly apparent. At the far left the 
national Comniunijt parties of France, Italy. and Por- 
tugal. senshg the possibility of acquiring power by 
legitimate means. want desperately to preserve the inde- 
pendence of action for their respective countries. Mean- 
while national Socialist parties in  niany countries see 
themselves closer to the goal of achieving a nioderri 
welfare state. On top of that. the national labor niove- 
ments that operate in relatively conservative national 
settings. such as Sweden and Gerniany. see their I'irst 
chances for real participation in the nianagenicnt of 
industry. 

In the developing countries the leaders wi th  a stake in 
building up the nation-state cover an even wider political 
spectrum. t'roni active revolutionaries on the tar left to 
businessnien and govcrniiicnt leaders of the conservat ivc 
variety. Practically all ot' thcni. for one rcason or 
another. see benefits in building up the autonomy ;iiiiI 

decisionmaking strength of the states in which they play 
a leadership role. 

Yet. even as these emerging political elements sec the 
need to build up national autonomy. multinational enter- 
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prises persist in growing in  the aggregate and increasing 
their share of the national economies in which they 
operate. The available figures for measuring this trend 
are not above question; problems of definition and 
limitations of data prevent a simple presentation. But the 
increase in relative importance is fairly certain. In the 
United States. for instance. the large firms that could 
reasonably have been regarded as multinational in  1950 
accounted in that year for only 17 per cent of total U.S. 
sales of manufactures. By 1967 the U.S. firms that were 
multinational in  scope accounted for42 percent of U.S. 
sales; and by 1974.63 per cent (compiled by the Harvard 
Multinational Enterprise Project) .  I n  the n o n -  
Coiiiinunist world at large the firnis classified as multina- 
tional in 1950 reported annual sales that amounted to 
about 8 per cent of gross overall product; by 1967 the 
figu,re was 17 per cent; and by 1974. 22 per cent. 

The same trends could be discerned in commercial 
banking. By 1975, U.S.  banks had outstanding loans to 
foreigners of about $30 billion and outstanding deposits 
from foreigners of about $24 billion, both figures two or 
three times as high as they had been ten years earlier. 

Some countries, i t  is true. have been less uneasy about 
the trend than others. Part of the difference in  reaction 
slenis from the fact that countries still tend to identify a 
iiiultinational enterprise headquartered in their jurisdic- 
tion as "theirs." hence as less of a threat to the integrity 
of thc national territory. Accordingly, the Canadians 
worry a little less about the operations of ALCAN than 
about those of General Motors. the French a little less 
about hlichelin than about Ford. the Japanese a great 
deal less about SONY than about Texas Instrument. 
Couple that with the fact that u n t i l  very recently practi- 
cally all multinational enterprises have been headquar- 
tered in  the industrialized countries and have been 
directed at the top by managers from these countries. Of 
the1,larger firms in manufacturing and extraction that 
have developed on multinational lines, about 350 have 
their headquarters in the United States. 150 in various 
countries of Europe, 70 in Japan. and 30 i n  other 
countries of the world. I n  banking the concentration of 
headquarters' offii'es in the rich developed nations has 
been even greater. Of the 45 largest multinational banks 
in the mid-1970's: 20 had their headquarters in  the 
United Slates, 13 in various European countries. 9 in  
Japan. and 3 in Canada.Is The fact that Mexico. India. 
and Brazil are rapidly developing their own little crop of 
multinational enterprises has not yet begun to sink i n .  
When i t  does, one cannot expect that i t  will alter very 
much the sense of dependency. The countries whose 
territories are being penetrated are likely to view this 
development with a certain amount of anxiety as well. In 
the eyes of developing countries, therefore. the niultina- 
tional enterprise has epitomized a state of lopsided 
interdependence. 

As national governments have grown more tense in the 
presence of  the multinational enterprise. the enterprises 
themselves have begun 10 move at tiptoe in the presence 
of the sovereign power. The ultiniate power of the 
sovereign state 10 take over the assets of an enterprise 
could hardly be overlooked. Besides. the multinational 
enterprises were being exposed to another disturbing 

factor. While the opening upof the world's economy was 
increasing the opportunities for any individual enter- 
prise, new firms-multinational or national-were ap- 
pearing in increasing numbers to challenge the position 
of the established leaders. The presence of these rivals 
not only constituted a threat in itself; i t  also increased the 
bargaining power of any state that was aware of the fact. 
because i t  helped the state more effectively to play off 
the rivals against one another. So tensions were building 
up in many directions at the same time. 

he intensity with which the debate over the T multinational enterprise is conducted. 
however, suggests that the issues run very deep. The 
extraordinary public interest in the multinational enter- 
prise, as I see i t ,  rests partly on the fact that these 
organizations have come to be identified with many 
critical questions that far transcend the multinational 
enterprise itself. 

Perhaps the most basic issues with which the multina- 
tional enterprise is linked are those that are grouped 
under the heading of economic hegemony and economic 
dependency. Throughout history powerful nations have 
tried to create international economic systems according 
to their own tastes and in harmony with their own 
interests. I f  the leaders of such great nations have 
thought about the subject at all, they have had no great 
difficulty in persuading themselves that the systems they 
were promoting also served the interests. if not the 
tastes, of the rest of p n k i n d .  In the past few decades the 
two powers that hay,e been pressing hardest for. the 
creation of an international system in their own respec- 
tive images have been the United States and the USSR. 
The support of the United States for an international 
system that would be benign for the growth of niultina- 
tional enterprises is widely seen as solid evidence of the 
tie between the propensity for hegemony and the opera. 
tions of such enterprises. 

Another reason why the multinational enterprise is so 
high on the political agenda is that i t  is closely identified 
with the industrialization process itself. No one needs to 
be told that the world has been experiencing some 
disturbing second thoughts about the benefits of that 
process. Although the industrial growth of most nations 
in the past few decades has been spectacular by any 
historical standards, poverty persists in much of the 
world alongside conspicuous wealth. Between the ex- 
tremes in living standards many middle-income groups 
follow a pattern of living that seems vulgar. self- 
centered, and vacuous. Disconcerting developments 
such as these cannot be divorced from the agents in- 
volved in their creation. 

Even more closely identified with the multinational 
enterprise are some of the day-to-day manifestations of 
business operations in  a capitalist society. The niultina- 
tional enterprise, for instance. is linked with the frenetic 
efforts of the hawkers to blanket the eyes and ears of the 
public with their enipty messages. I t  is associated with 
the self-serving insistence on  the part of some firms that 
their befouling of the environment is in the public 
interest. And i t  is associated with the bribery and 
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extortion that persistently taint the commercial transac- 
tions of modern industrial society. 

Nonetheless. a study that focuses on the niultinational 
enterprise proves a poor vehicle for analyzing these 
fundamental issues. Multinational enterprises are 
neither the necessary nor the sufficient condition for fhe 
existence of the problenis that are proving so deeply 
troublesonie in  t h e  industrializing process. Hegemony. 
corruption. inequity. pollution. and indifference to con- 
sunier interests were Cndeniic long before the niultina- 
tional enterprise existed. Moreover, nations. such as 
India. that have placed severe limitations on the sub- 
sidiaries of multinati~nal enferprises operating in  their 
areas seeni no less exposed to these ills than any other. 
Indeed, nations like the USSR, in which the means of 
production are owned and controlled by the state. seem 
to have done no better. These nations exhibit a strong 
tendency to try to dominate their neighbors; they have to 
wrestle with corruption in  their bureaucracies and indif- 
ference on the part of their producers to the interests of 
consumers; and they show strong indications of a mark- 
edly unequal distribution of privilege and power inside 
their econoniies. 

China provides still another test of whether industri- 
alization can be achieved while avoiding some of the 
tiiajor perils experienced by tnost industrialized coun- 
tries. Some observers see China as a fundamentally new 
phenonienon. capable oF developing on lines that avoid 
these probleiiis. Other observers are much more skepti- 
cal. So far the available record ofChina's performance at 
home and of its policies abroad is. fragmentary and 
impressionistic. too thin for any serious judgment on 
issues of such transcendental importance. Moreover, 
China's policies with regard to foreign-owned enter- 
prises are only a minor feature of a vastly more anibitious 
scheme for the reshaping of its society. These policies 
alone can hardly be assigned much credit for China's 
successes o r  much blame for its failures. 

Accordingly. a study of the niultinational enterprise, 
however exhaustive. is bound to touch o n l y  peripherally 
on some of the basic worries of our time: whether people 
in  the process of industrializing can avoid some of the 
pain. the ugliness. and the destruction that most of the 
existing niodels seeni to generate. Nevertheless, such a 
study will illuminate and test a question that is almost as 
fundamental. As technological factors reduce the extent 
of the earth's spread and as institutions appear that 
exceed the limits of a single state. mankind will be 
challenged to devise sonie means by which these niult i-  
national institutions can be made accountable to society 
as a whole. and by which such enterprises can earn the 
right to be regarded as responsible and legitimate organi- 
zations. Whether that can be done may depend on the 
decision of the pixieish deity evoked at the beginning of 
this article. But i t  may also depend on factors that are less 
capricious and more enduring. 
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